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Alma

Product

Optimize and Streamline Alma Workflows

Category

Alma 101

Alma

Managing Electronic Resources in Alma: The Basics

Alma 101

Alma

Managing Digital Resources in Alma: The Basics

Alma 101

Alma

Resource Sharing and Fulfillment Networks: The Basics

Alma 101

Have you been live on Alma for a while? Wondering what you can easily do to optimize your use of Alma? In this session, we will
highlight configuration tweaks and Analytics reports across Acquisitions, Cataloging, ERM, and Fulfillment that you can use to begin to
streamline your configurations and workflows.
This session will expose attendees to management of electronic resources and best practices in general. Topics covered include:
Acquiring electronic resources, activating electronic collections and portfolios, testing and confirming access to e-resources
Learn the various methods to deposit digital material into Alma, metadata management for digital records, multiple delivery options
and integration with discovery and other systems.
Alma’s resource sharing options come in many flavors, reflecting the different services libraries suggest to patrons, and the different back
office procedures and systems that are involved in the process. Fulfillment networks are the newest addition to Alma’s resource sharing
options. In this session, we will discover this new flavor of resource sharing, talk about its benefits, and compare it with the other Alma
resource sharing options

Alma

What's Wrong with This Link?

Alma 201

Alma

Managing Electronic Resources in Alma - Advanced
Topics

Alma 201

Alma

Designing and Using Normalization Rules

Alma 201

Alma

Moving your Digital Collections into Alma

Alma 201

Alma

Introduction to Alma Analytics

Alma Analytics

Alma

Alma Advanced Analytics Topics - Resource
Management

Alma Analytics

Alma

Alma Advanced Analytics Topics: Acquisitions

Alma Analytics

Alma

Alma Advanced Analytics Topics: Fulfillment

Alma Analytics

Leganto

Leganto-Alma Copyright Management Including
Regional Support

Leganto

Leganto

Leganto - Librarian Analytics Dashboard

Leganto

Rosetta

Rosetta as the Preservation Backbone for your
Institution

Rosetta

Primo

Primo Analytics & Dashboards and Demystifying
Analytics for Discovery

Primo

Discover Library Material in Primo – Tips and Tricks

Primo

Primo and Primo VE

Primo

From Primo Lab…. Best Practices to Customize and
Expose your Materials
Selected Primo VE Topics:
1. Primo VE Loading Data from External Repositories
2. Defining Local Fields and Display Normalization Rules

Summon

Optimizing Summon, 360/Intota

Summon, 360/Intota
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Primo VE

A cross-product look at understanding and troubleshooting common full-text access problems across Alma, Primo, Summon, SFX, and
360 Link.
If you are experienced in managing e-resources in Alma, and want to learn more ways to leverage Alma's workflows and options, this
session is for you. Topics covered include: Leveraging Alma's evaluation workflows by managing trials, creating electronic inventory by
using import profiles, de-activating and deleting e-resources, configuring and maintaining e-resources
Learn the different options & parameters used in normalization rule syntax, and review actual customer examples to see how they apply
to importing into a repository, running jobs, and exporting in a published profile.
In this session you will learn of the various methods for migrating digital content into Alma, from other DAM systems. Several case
studies will be presented, showcasing usage of several migration tools.
We’ll begin the introduction to analytics by running several of the out-of-the-box analyses and editing the requested output to make the
results more useful. In addition to reviewing the basic mechanics of editing these reports, we’ll build several simple analyses.
During this advanced analytics topics session, the focus will be on all things Resource Management. We’ll create several analyses:
Electronic collections content, identifying Bib records containing multiple ISBNs, number of bib records overlaid, merged, created,
updated, or deleted by operator
During this advanced analytics topics session, the focus will be on all things Acquisitions. We’ll create several analyses: A list of new titles
received/activated in the past month, a budget summary, cost changes of subscriptions
During this advanced analytics topics session, the focus will be on all things Fullfillment. We’ll create several analyses: Items on loan to
users, number of loans over time by classification code/range, fines/fee aging report
How to benefit from the Leganto and Alma copyright module to streamline your course-related copyright tasks.
In this session we will demonstrate the internal copyright flows and review the external integration with the UK CLA's digital content
store.
This session will review the various Leganto subject areas and focus on the librarian dashboard designed for comprehensive view of
Leganto Analytics.
In this session you will learn how Rosetta can integrate with systems managing different types of content, eg research and archival
management systems, ILS etc. (including Adlib, Figshare and Alma). Several case studies will be presented, showcasing some of these
integrations.
Primo Analytics & Dashboards Learn how to use Primo Analytics to analyze patron usage and run reports on Primo activities. See how
this new feature can provide information on how to improve discovery and delivery in Primo. In addition, we'll discuss how to take
action based on your findings
This session will provide tips and tricks on discovering library material in Primo. We’ll discuss setting institutional preferences, one
search for all, personalization of search criteria, define search scopes, collection discovery for new titles and special collections,
newspaper search and blending local book with central ebooks collections
A peek behind Primo Lab, learn how to customize and test Primo your way including best practices to expose your materials
This session will cover these selected Primo VE topics; Primo VE loading data from external repositories and defining local fields and
display Normalization Rules
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We’ll review key features for the user interface to ensure you’ve configured Summon to best suit your patrons and provide some
suggestions on back end management and workflow optimization.

